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From meeting with an 
extracurricular group to cram­
ming for three midterms to 
playing chess with some 
friends, many San Luis Obispo 
residents flock to coffeehouses 
for u home away from home.
And like any home, these 
inhabitants spend extended 
amounts of time in these quaint 
to chic, mdej»endent to corjM)- 
rate coffee houses.
Although some of these cof­
fee lovers are deeply loyal to 
one specific caffeine-providing 
corner, most of the city’s 10 cof­
fee shops constantly try to lure 
customers through their own 
doors.
Such compietition exists for 
reasons other than San Luis 
Obispo’s limited size.
Depending on low-priced drinks 
and bakery items, usually ranging anywhere 
from 50 cents to $4, coffeehouses depend on a 
high number of sales to make a profit.
“For coffee drinks the profit margin is 
extremely high,” said Michael Carufo, owner 
of Bellissimo Coffee Consulting. “The aver­
age cup of coffee costs less than 10 cents and 
the average milk drink, like a latte, costs 
imder 40 cents.
“But you have to turn enough drinks to 
make it worthwhile. You have to sell enough
fe.M
volume to make 
money. In a col­
lege town, you 
have to get to a 
point where you 
are making at 
least $1,000 a day 
or there’s some­
thing wrong.”
San Luis 
Obispo has expt'- 
rienced the mar­
ket’s competitive­
ness with the 
turnover of sever­
al coffeehouses in 
the past few 
years. Local cof­
fee lovers lost 
E a r t h l i n g  
Bookstore, the 
Coffee Merchant 
and Nectar of the 
Bean, but gained Uptown Espresso, Barnes 
& Noble’s Café, SLO Perk and a two 
Starbucks Coffee stores in return.
So, to ensure a steady profit most local cof­
feehouses employ various marketing tactics.
Like many coffeehouses, the 12-year-old 
Linnaea’s café, voted “Best Coffeehouse” in 
the New Times readers’ poll this year, 
depends on a high volume of business to be 
profitable.
“You have to have turnover,” said Chip
If
Starbucks Coffee /  Daily file photo Linnaea's cafe /  Daily photo by Joe Johnston
Beck, an employee for 10 years. “Our *10 go’ 
business kind of saves us. The profit margin 
of coffee is decent enough — not huge — 
where i f  you sell enough you are OK.” 
Although the café on Garden Street sells bak- 
ery g(K)ds and serves breakfast and lunch. 
Beck said most of the cafE’s business derives 
from its drinks. While it sells most drinks in 
the evening and at night, the café generally 
attracts two different crowds of consumers
See COFFEE page 8
Local hero, Stella Louis missed by community
By Joime Borosi
Doily Staff Writer
A lifetime of community ser­
vice and goodwill came to a close 
early this month with the death of 
Stella Louis, 99, the co-founder of 
the Chinese Students Association 
(CSA) at Cal Poly.
Stella and her husband Young 
Louis were Cal Poly boosters for 
over seven decades. The couple 
helped to create the first Poly 
Royal in the 1930s, and Stella 
hand-made the first Poly Royal 
Queen’s crown out of a cake box.
Young received his degree 
from the electrical engineering 
program in 1923 when only men 
were allowed at Cal Poly and it 
took two years to earn a degree.
Young and Stella noticed that 
a link between American-born 
Chinese and new Chinese immi­
grants was missing. To help new 
students make the transition 
from overseas, the couple opened 
the doors of their home and their 
hearts to these students. Soon the
"Whether you were 
Chinese^ Mexican^ 
Caucasian, whatever, you 
were treated the same as 
everybody else and wel­
comed in her home."
—Frank Lee, former Chinese Student
A ssocia tion o ffice r
couple was affectionately known 
as “Mom” and “Pop.”
“Mom was a very strong per­
son who always stood for what 
she believed in,” said Frank Lee, a 
former CSA officer. “Nobody was 
allowed to discriminate against 
her or look down upon her.
“Whether you were Chinese, 
Mexican, Caucasian, whatever, 
you were treated the same as
everybody else and wel­
comed in her home,” 
Lee said.
Liz Krieger, an 
admirer and 20-year 
friend of Stella, 
described how Stella 
and her husband wel­
comed students into 
their blue home on 
Lincoln Street to help 
make their transition of 
living away from home 
bearable.
“There were so many 
kids away from home, 
and she made them feel
----------  at home in her house,”
Krieger said.
“(Students) now had someone 
that made them feel loved, it was 
their home away from home.”
In the late 1950s when the 
group of students became too 
large to conduct their meetings at 
the Louis residence, the newly 
formed group, composed mostly of 
Cal Poly students, sought a char­
ter under the ASl and were
known as the “Poly Chi Club.” 
The name evolved to the “Chinese 
Club” and, by the mid-1960s, 
eventually became the Chinese 
Students Association. Before 
Stella became confined to her 
wheelchair, she attended every 
CSA meeting.
“We would play Ma-Jong, or 
Chinese chess that takes four peo­
ple to play,” Lee said. “She was 
the master of that game, she 
always won the money. She would 
stay up until 3 a.m. and not even 
be tired.”
Civil engineering senior 
Stacey Lee is thankful for the 
CSA and what it provides for 
Chinese students. “It provides 
beneficial social and academic 
support for members,” she said. 
“It was nice that there was a place 
— a connection — where I could 
go to when 1 was a new freshmen.
“We had bonfires and potlucks, 
and 1 met a lot of new friends,"Lee 
said. “1 didn’t feel like 1 had to go 
out and hunt for clubs, the CSA
See STELLA page 5
Television 
ads run 
Pro-choice 
message
By Trod Roach
Doily Staff Writer
California’s Central Coast has 
been targeted as a key communi­
cator for the Pro-Choice Public- 
Education project, a multi-mil­
lion, two-year educational effort 
concerning abortion.
A series of fall television ads 
are running on local stations 
KEYT, KCOY and KSBY which 
discuss congressional threats to 
freedom of choice.
“The vast majority of the 
American public believe in choice, 
hut you sure couldn’t tell it by the 
way Congress has voted this past 
term,” Terri Thorfinnson dirc'ctor 
of public affairs for the Planned 
Parenthood affiliate, said. “Our 
goal with this two-year advertis­
ing and grassroots campaign is to 
counter misinformation and 
encourage the pro-choice majority 
to protect women’s rights to make 
their own decisions about the 
most personal and private issue of 
whether or not to carry a preg­
nancy to term.”
According to Right to Life of 
Santa Maria co-chair Pat Riehle, 
the ads are not factual and do not 
repre.sent the majority of people 
living on the Central Coast.
“Simply, I think it’s a costly 
desperate effort to discredit 
Andrea Seastrand (22nd 
Congressional District
Congresswoman)," Riehle said. 
“It’s very obvious with timing.”
Seastrand supported the 
Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act 
and voted against paying for or 
doing abortions in military hospi­
tals. She also introduced the 
Women’s Right to Know Act or 
“informed consent.”
“She knows what a tragedy it 
(abortion) is,” Riehle said.
The first commercial aired on 
Monday, Oct. 14 and featured a 
man and woman jogging while 
discussing how members of con­
gress are making early abortion, 
late abortion and family planning 
more difficult. A narrator then 
says, “Protect choice,” and an 800 
number is given for more informa­
tion.
“It’s not educational, it’s politi­
cal advertising,” Rick Haley, gen­
eral sales manager of KCOY said. 
“Advertising works as education­
al, but political advertising has 
sunk so low...with the lack of cred­
ibility people just tune it out.”
See ADS page 2
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Interested in being a part of the bilingual Spanish and English 
graduation ceremony? The last day to sign up for the Chicano 
Commencement Committee is today, and the meeting will be at 9 
p.m. in Building 3, Room 111. For more information, call
544-6541.
UPCOMING
The Central Coast Support Group for ALS, also known as Lou 
Gherig's disease will host the 5th Annual Eight-Ball Pool 
Tournament in honor and memory of Louie Brumana on Saturday, 
Oct. 26 at 2 p.m. The event w ill be held at the Brite Spot Bar and 
Billiard Lounge in Grover Beach. For more information call
489-9951.
KCPR 91.3 FM will present Cal Poly President Warren Baker's state 
of the university address Tuesday, Oct. 29 at 6 p.m. The hour-long 
broadcast will begin with Baker's address, followed by a question 
and answer session with the program's host, KCPR Programming
Director David Welch.
The A ir Force needs your help. The Civil A ir Patrol is looking for 
both pilots and non-pilots interested in disaster relief, counterdrug 
operations and search and rescue. An informational meeting will 
be held Oct. 29 at 7:30 p.m. at Camp San Luis. For more 
information call 466-9831.
Agenda Items: c /o  Sandra Naughton
Graphic Arts, 226 Cal Poly 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407  
Advertising: 756-1143 
Editorial: 756-1796  
Fax: 756-6784
Please submit information at least three days prior to the event!
Due to excessive demand, not all items submitted to Agenda will be print­
ed. To guarantee publication, an advertisement must be purchased.
ADS: New cainpiiign to inform on free choice
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Planned Parenthood is participating in the Pro-Choice Public Education 
Project. /  Daily photo by Maureen McDowell
From page 1
Haley .said his station’s posi­
tion is not to take a stand and to 
accept political advertising 
whether it’s pro-choice or pro-life.
“This part of the issue is so 
emotional for both sides,” Haley 
said. “I don’t know if you can 
change somebody’s mind with a 
television commercial. This one 
(commercial) is more of, 'are you 
aware.'
According to Thorfinn.son, the 
Central Coast was selected 
becau.se nationally it is an afford­
able media market and has had a 
history of clinic violence and har- 
rassment.
Last February arson destroyed 
the San Luis Obispo Planned
Fires destroy Orange County homes; 
wildfire still burns north of Malibu
By E. $(ott Reckard
A$s(Kiated Press
TUSTIN, Calif. — Residents 
using garden hoses, swimming 
pool water, even ice chest water, 
squirted their rooftops Monday in 
a frantic bid to save homes in the 
path of a wind-driven firestorm 
that ravaged an exclusive Orange 
County neighborhood.
At least 13 homes were 
destroyed or damaged by flames 
that hop-scotched from house to 
house, pushed by fierce Santa Ana 
winds gusting to 71 mph. There 
were no reports of injury.
Some 60 miles away in Los 
Angeles County, firefighters bat­
tled a wildfire crackling through 
brush and oak trees in Calabasas 
on a march south toward Malibu, 
some 10 miles away.
The city of Malibu was on 
alert.
“All city employees are on fire 
emergency alert. We’re advising 
people to pack up their things,” 
said city spokeswoman Sara 
Maurice. “Malibu has a natural, 
built-in fire break. Unfortunately, 
it’s the Pacific Ocean.”
The fire started at 10:34 a.m. 
near U.S. 101 and burned more 
than 1,000 acres in about two 
hours. Wind gusted to 60 mph.
“It could get ugly,” said a sher­
iff’s deputy at the Lost Hills sta­
tion, just a few miles from the 
blaze. No homes were in immedi­
ate danger and no evacuations 
were ordered.
Malibu’s Pepperdine
University opened its emergency 
operations center and telephones 
were jammed with calls from con­
cerned parents and students, uni­
versity spokesman Jeff Bliss said.
Classes continued, however.
and there were no evacuations.
About 280 firefighters battled 
the blaze, said Capt. Steve 
Valenzuela of the Los Angeles 
County Sheriff’s Department. 
Two airplanes and five helicopters 
dumped water on the blaze.
More than 200 miles to the 
north, light winds and cooler tem­
peratures helped firefighters bat­
tling a 668-acre blaze on the 
scenic Big Sur coast. The cause of 
the fire was under investigation.
In San Bernardino County, 
another wildfire quickly black­
ened more than 40 acres just east 
of the community of Chino. Winds 
gusted to 40 mph.
In Orange County, a half-acre
brush fire quickly spread through 
the Lemon Heights neighborhood, 
home to some of the most valuable 
mansions in the county. The cause 
of the fire was unknown.
Some residents packed person­
al items and fled, but others 
stayed behind to battle flames 
with garden hoses, buckets, shov­
els, trash cans, ice chests, any­
thing that would hold water, as 
smoke pushed by the season’s 
first Santa Ana winds enveloped 
the neighborhood.
Water-dropping helicopters 
swooped down on hot spots among 
shells of burned homes.
“It looks like a war zone at the 
See FIRES page 8
Full containment of 
Big Sur fire delayed
BIG SUR, Calif. — Rugged 
terrain hindered firefighters 
Tuesday as they battled the sec­
ond wild fire on the scenic Big 
Sur coast in less than a month.
The blaze grew from 668 
acres to 875 acres and contain­
ment lines decreased from 85 
percent to 59 percent, said 
Maeton Freel of the Los Padres 
National Forest.
Authorities had hop>ed for full 
containment by 6 p.m. Monday, 
but a flareup jettisoned that esti­
mate and the blaze “just took 
off,” said Freel.
“It’s in terrain so rugged we 
have to cut landings sites for 
helicopters,” he said.
About 623 firefighters fought 
the blaze burning in grass, oak
and coastal redwoods.
The cause of the fire, located 
about 30 miles south of 
Monterey and Carmel, remained 
under investigation.
Many of the firefighters on 
the scene were veterans of the 
force which battled an earlier 
Big Sur fire about 30 miles to the 
south.
That fire — an arson-sparked 
blaze that scorched 26,000 acres 
— was controlled last week.
Before the two latest blazes, 
Monterey County’s last majc r^ 
wildfire was the Marble Cone, 
which burned 178,000 acres in 
1977.
In 1989, a fire at Andrew 
Molerà State Park burned 2,655 
acres.
Parenthood on Santa Rosa Street. 
The fire was the fifth in a series of 
incidents along the coast. Fires at 
a Ventura family planning center 
and a Santa Barbara doctor’s 
office were al.so suspect to be 
arson.
The Pro-Choice Public 
Education Project will be imple­
mented nationwide, with a spe­
cial focus on the states, where the 
role of government in abortion 
rights is a matter of growing con­
cern.
It will state its pro-choice mes­
sages through television advertis­
ing, newspaper and radio adver­
tising, press conferences, editonal 
board meetings and radio and TV 
talkshow appearances.
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Fresh from the farm
Owners Bob and Katie Davis bring 19 years o f  
hospitality to the Central Coast's only four star hotel
TI
By Cosima Ceimayster
Campus Editor
Every corner has been decorated to a tee. Fresh plants and flow­ers douse the air with sweet smells. Tea cups, ceramic rabbits 
and vases line the walls and tables, most 
of which are for sale. Canopy beds, fire­
places and large bathrooms envelop the 
visitor in unique rooms — no two are 
alike.
Apple Farm — a hotel, restaurant, gift 
shop and mill house in San Luis Obispo, is 
an example to those in the service arena of 
how to run a successful business. From 
the way it treats its employees to the way 
it keeps its customers coming back, the 
hotel has been, as owners Katie and Bob 
Davis said, “Blessed.”
Nestled between the hillsides of San 
Luis Obispo, Marketing Director Jane 
Nichols said their biggest sell is word of
One of many attractions at the Apple Farm. /  Daily photo by Shoshana Hebshi
mouth.
“Above all the advertising, 
we see more people who come 
here because their brother or 
friend has suggested it,” she 
said.
The Davises have created 
an atmosphere reminiscent of 
old “Americana,” Nichols said.
“They wanted to create a 
feeling of the home and 
hearth,” Nichols said, “with the 
quilts and flags in their gift 
shop to the home cooked style 
meals. That’s why they choose 
the name Apple Farm.”
Bob and Katie came to San 
Luis Obispo in 1977 to raise 
their two sons Tim and Mark, 
and to start a restaurant.
They left their jobs in 
Southern California. He a owned a design 
consulting firm and taught in the busi­
ness school 
at Cal State 
Fu llerton . 
She worked 
at the col- 
1 e g e 
preschool. 
When they 
arrived in 
San Luis 
Obispo they 
took over a 
small coffee 
shop on 
M o n t e r e y  
St. and
renamed it 
“ A p p l e  
Farm.” 
T h e y
The lobby of the Apple Farm. /  Daily photo by Shoshana Hebshi
added the hotel in 1988, and a few years 
later added the the Motel Trellis Court 
formerly known as Franciscan Motel.
Mrs. Davis said the idea for the gift 
shop came after people kept buying the 
decorations she made on the small shelves 
in the restaurant.
“1 kept having to redecorate them 
because of the demand from the cus­
tomers,” .Mrs. Davis said.
There are 69 rooms in the Inn and 34 
in Trellis Court and prices vary for the 
rooms, but all include uniqueness.
Of the 103 rooms, not one is decorated 
the same. Its Nineteenth century floral 
motifs strike the eyes with patterns at 
every turn of the head.
“Every room is decorated differently, 
which to most people who own a business 
realize how difficult that is. But it makes 
it like a quaint bedroom in a home,” 
Nichols said.
It was written up in the Los Angeles
Times’ Travel section as being the most 
popular place to stay for under $100 for 
being a “Shrewdly located, billboard 
advertised, well-groomed San Luis Obispo 
institution.”
It is also the only four-star hotel in the 
San Luis Obispo area.
There are many marketing techniques 
that keep customers happy and coming 
back. In a room on the creek side, books 
which the visitor may take home for free 
line the fireplace, a live begonia sits on a 
table in the corner and another flower 
arrangement sits in a small vase on the 
mirror in the bathroom.
Nichols said that all the rooms have 
live plants and flowers. She also bent 
down on her knees, looked up and smiled 
and as she pulled a card out from under 
the bed. It read: “Yes, we even clean under 
here.”
Other marketing techniques include 
See APPLE FARM page 7
UC Santa Cruz expands 
engineering programs
Assodoted Press
SANTA CRUZ, Calif. — The 
University of California at Santa 
Cruz said Tuesday that it is 
expanding its engineering pro­
grams, a key step toward eventu­
al creation of a School of 
Engineering.
UC-Santa Cruz, funded with 
$2 million from the UC system, 
plans to hire 16 faculty members 
over the next thrcK* to four years 
starting this fall.
The university will seek addi­
tional funding from private indus­
try, said Chancellor M.R.C. 
Greenwood.
“We will begin building toward 
what we know will be a
distinctive 21st century Sch(M)l 
of Engineering,” she said.
Such an institution — the uni­
versity’s first professional school 
— “will provide a huge boost to 
our abilities to educate students 
to meet the changing demands of 
society,” Greenwood added.
The new instructors will allow 
the university to establish two 
new departments, one in electri­
cal engineering and the other in 
applied and engineering mathe­
matics. UC-Santa Cruz already
has departments of computer 
engineering and computer sci­
ence.
Other disciplines being consid­
ered for an engineering school 
include applied mechanics, 
biotechnology engineering, engi­
neering management, environ­
mental engineering, manufactur­
ing engineering and mechanical 
engineering.
UCSC hopes to win approval 
for a School of Engineering this 
year from the UC Board of 
Regents. The university will then 
decide when there are enough 
programs to establish a profes­
sional school, something not 
expected to happen for several 
years, Irion said.
Eventually, however, UCSC 
hopes to have more than 1,000 
undergraduates and several hun­
dred graduate students in the 
School of Engineering.
Creating a school of engineer­
ing could make UC-Santa Cruz a 
player in Silicon Valley’s continu­
ing technological and economic 
boom. High-tech leaders have 
said an engineering school could 
help attract more businesses to 
the Santa Cruz area.
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Sex Talk
Date Rape
Hi. Here we are again, the Sexuality Team. In case Sex 
T.A.L.K. is new to you, let us explain. We’re part of Peer Health 
Education. You’ve never heard of that either? Well, long story 
short, we are one of five teams available to you on campus for 
questions, concerns or info. We live downstairs in the Health 
Center at 756-5252. And we have this cool anonymous Sex 
T.A.L.K. box right on the front counter for anyone to come by and 
drop off a question. So, on with the article...
Imagine this scenario (it’s not too far out there);
Carla and her friends decide to go to a party. There’s music, 
drinks and Sam. Sam is a guy Carla’s been eyeing in her History 
315 class. Sam approaches Carla at the Party. She’s flattered.
Sam: “Hey Carla, what’s up. Looks like you need that beer 
topped off.”
Carla: “Sure, thanks.”
Sam returns with full beers and asks Carla to dance.
Sam: “Don’t make my beer trip a wasted one; let’s finish these. 
Bottoms up!”
They pound their drinks and begin to boogie. Carla’s enjoying 
the dancing and smiles at Sam. Sam kisses Carla.
Carla: “Mmm, that was nice.”
Sam: “Yeah. Hey, you wanna check out my new truck? It’s right 
out front.”
Carla: “Urn, OK.”
Carla walks outside with Sam, forgetting to tell her friends 
where she is going. They end up going for a drive. Sam promises 
he has only had a couple beers and can manage fine. They go to 
Bishop Peak and park. The kissing starts up again, but this time, 
with more vigor and passion. Things are moving a little too fast for 
Carla and she asks him to slow down. Sam pulls her skirt up and 
forces himself on her. Crying, Carla tells him to stop, but he does­
n’t. End of scenario.
RAPE; A crime of violence; an involuntary sexual act in which 
a person is forced to comply against his or her will. Carla was 
raped.
Now, what do you think was on Carla’s mind when she left that 
party? She probably thought they would do some talking, kissing, 
maybe an exchange of phone #s. What do you think Sam was 
thinking about? Sex is a good guess. This is not to say that women 
don’t think about sex or want to participate in it. Or that all men 
think about is sex. This just happens to be the case with Carla and 
Sam. And, yes, this scenario sounds a bit stereotypical, but this is 
a very realistic situation and happens more often than you might 
think. One of every four women have or will be sexually assaulted 
in their lifetime. Men also get raped, by other men or women. One 
of every six men have or will be sexually assaulted in their life­
time.
This is a good time to talk about communication. People need to 
communicate their wants and “not” wants. Now, something to 
think about: it might be harder to express yourself once you’ve had 
a couple of drinks. Not only does your nose start to feel fuzzy and 
you suddenly think you’re a professional dancer, but your speech 
skills may have suddenly lost the assertive umph they once had.
Carla was clear what she liked in the beginning. She eryoyed 
dancing and kissing, she said so. She wasn’t sure about the going 
for a ride. She gives a passive “Um, OK.” Carla needs to do two 
things at this pomt. She needs to get in touch with her gut feeling. 
She was not comfortable leaving the party and her friends and she 
was not comfortable with Sam driving under the influence. But, 
because she, too, had been drinking, she was not able to express 
herself in an assertive, clear manner. And this stuff happens with­
out alcohol involved as well. Two people get together and have two 
totally different agendas which they never share one with the 
other. Women and men need to be clear about what they want out 
of an evening together, a date, a sexual encounter or a longer- 
than-one-night relationship.
Prevention helps make for a safer day. Carla went to the party 
with a group of friends but didn’t have a special agreement with 
Jen to stay at the same party and leave together. The Buddy 
System. Make an arrangement with a trusted friend. “We will go 
to and leave this party, bar, beach...etc. together. And, hey, let’s 
keep the drinks to four tonight.” Serioiisly, having a friend and 
looking out for one another is a smart idea. Also, don’t put your­
self into unsafe situations. Leaving a party with a guy you don’t 
know very well is risky behavior.
So, be smart, know your limits, communicate and listen to oth­
ers and your gut feeling.
Virttuil rabbits
By Cosima Celmayster
Every day for the last 15 years, my father has taken a needle and pierced his skin with it, injecting cow and pig insulin. Without these three 
shots a day, he will die. For more than 70 years, 
through animal research, scientists tested pigs, 
dogs and cows to save those who suffered from 
the disease diabetes. For this, I am grateful.
Rut at the same time, I am no longer accept­
ing of most forms of medical research on animals. 
Every year, tens of millions of animals are sub­
jected to experiments that blind, mutilate, shock 
or burn them. These include dogs, cats, chimps 
and other animals. What makes this worse is 
that some of these animals come from animal 
shelters, and some of these procedures are car­
ried out with no pain-killing substance.
What bothers me even more is when people 
suggest that those against animal testing place 
themselves at odds with the AIDS community. I 
recently came acro.ss an editorial which stated 
this. I f  animal-rights activists shut down medical 
tests involving animals, then AIDS research 
would come to a halt. This is a fallacy. AIDS 
research and other forms of research on diseases 
can be done in a variety ways without hurting 
innocent animals and still providing vital medical 
answers.
Such alternatives include testing human cells 
and tissues, research using mathematical models 
and analysis of clinical and epidemiological data.
While reading information on the other forms 
of testing available, I came across articles dis­
cussing the issue of AIDS and animal testing.
One article in the The Baltimore Sun stated 
everything we have learned about AIDS has come 
from human, clinical and epidemiological studies, 
not from testa done on animals. These studies 
include knowledge of how the disease is transmit­
ted, how it progres.ses and how it can be prevent­
ed.
Another article in the Vegetarian Times 
showed that although experiments using chim­
panzees show they can be infected with the 
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), they do 
not experience the same cell changes and do not 
develop AIDS. And while some researchers have 
tried to genetically engineer mice that will devel­
op AIDS, they have been unsuccessful in their 
attempts. So far, it’s virtually impossible to find 
the perfect model animal for AIDS.
The majority of information which is received 
on the study of the AIDS virus comes from 
human populations by watching the growth and 
progression of the disease in humans.
Other alternatives include using advanced 
computer programs and mathematical models 
which can mimic the tissues, organs and cells of 
the living body^Surely, this would be better than 
using an animal that does not not feel, eat or 
respond the way humans do.
There are also the epidemiological studies 
which are responsible for linking cholesterol to 
heart disease, smoking to cancer, and dietary fat 
to cancer. These conclusions were not discovered 
through animal testing.
The animal experimentation industry, in some 
cases, has taken undeserved credit for scientific 
discoveries. In many cases, the animal testing is 
done to verify what was found in a test tube of a 
doctor’s clinic. And animal tests are never the 
final word because doctors never really know 
until they actually get people on whom to per­
form the tests. You draw your own conclusion 
about that.
As the daughter of a man stricken with dia­
betes, I can only say that I wish there had been 
computer models and human tissue to test such 
diseases as diabetes. But since there was little, if 
any, access to computers in the early 30s, I am 
grateful for the lives of the animals that were 
sacrificed. If this were still the case, I would sup- 
pori certain forms of animal testing.
But is has been proved that other forms of 
testing work. Therefore, I see no reason why we 
need to continually make these creatures suffer. 
And as far as the commentary I read which stat­
ed that AIDS and other diseases cannot be cured 
without animal experimentation, people who 
think like this should take a closer look at where 
they are getting their information.
Cosima Celmayster is a journalism senior and 
the Daily campus editor.
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Gore denounces Prop. 209 in fiery speech
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By Scott Lindlaw
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES — Courting 
the black and Hispanic vote. Vice 
President A1 Gore forcefully con­
demned Proposition 209 Monday, 
telling residents of South Central 
that affirmative action’s oppo­
nents “have to be blind to injus­
tice.”
With a fiery inflection that 
sounded at times like the Rev. 
Jesse Jackson, Gore growled: “I 
want to say this straight to you, 
clearly and loudly. President 
Clinton and I are opposed to 209! 
Opposed to 209!”
I f approved Nov. 5 the ballot 
measure would end most affirma­
tive action programs in govern­
ment hiring and contracting and 
in college admissions.
Gore said the initiative is 
“wrong, it’s unfair, it sets a bad 
example for the rest of the coun­
try.”
“I don’t understand how any­
one with eyes to see, or ears to 
hear or nerves to feel could expe­
rience the reality in the United 
States of America today and come 
to the conclusion that all the prej­
udice is gone, and all the barriers 
have disappeared,” Gore said.
“They have to be blind to injus­
tice! They have to be deaf to 
unfairness! They have to be numb 
to the lack of opportunity!” Gore 
shouted. “We have a chance to set 
it right.”
The crowd of several hundred 
students, parents, administrators 
and local dignitaries gathered at 
Locke High School responded 
with chants of “Four more years!” 
and “Viva Clinton-Gore!”
The vice president said the 
Clinton-Gore agenda was about 
creating opportunity and fighting 
prejudice.
“The other side is the group 
offering smoke and mirrors, sec­
ond-hand smoke and rear-view 
mirrors,” he said.
On Clinton’s watch, unemploy­
ment among blacks and Hispanics 
has fallen below double digits for 
the first time in 25 years and con­
tinues to drop. Gore said.
Calling the Clinton adminis­
tration South Central’s “team­
mate” in efforts to rebuild from 
the 1992 riots. Gore pointed to the 
creation of supplemental empow­
erment zones, which have allowed 
capital to flow in.
He also boasted that the gov­
ernment had provided $430 mil­
lion to an area Community
Development Bank.
“When we adopted the philoso­
phy of keeping the assets that are 
earned in the community right in 
the community, where the com­
munity knows who can make a go 
of i t ... you have a more successful 
payback rate, you create more 
jobs, more prosperity,” he said.
Many of the high school stu­
dents in the audience chattered 
through the speech, but Gore 
seemed not to notice.
Those interviewed after the 
speech said they were convinced 
the Clinton administration better 
understands inner-city problems 
than GOP nominee Bob Dole.
“Dole, I’m sorry, he hasn’t 
come to the inner city and talked 
to real people, the working class, 
small business owners,” said 
Patrice Harrison, 31, a South 
Central resident who runs a beau­
ty salon.
Dole running mate Jack Kemp 
has been the nominee’s liaison to 
urban communities and visited 
South Central Aug. 28.
“It took the Reagan adminis­
tration eight years to screw 
things up, and it’s going to take 
Clinton eight years to set it back 
where it should have been,” 
Harrison said.
Cfinton expands tribal-run opportunities
By Woltef Berry
Associated Press
PHOENIX — It took decades 
of haggling and lobbying, but 
Indian officials finally convinced 
the government to expand feder­
al assistance opportunities for 
the nation’s 29 tribal-run col­
leges.
President Clinton signed an 
executive order Monday directing 
government agencies to strength­
en the American Indian Colleges’ 
access to federal grants and to 
encourage partnerships with the 
private sector.
The mandate was announced 
at the start of the National 
Congress of American Indians 
convention here.
“The tribal colleges worked 
persistently in this effort for 20 
years,” said Dr. Gerald Monette, 
president of the Virginia-based 
American Indian Higher 
Education Consortium. “This is a 
great day for American Indians 
everywhere. It will have a dra­
matically positive effect on the 
colleges, its students and the 
reservation communities they 
serve.”
“This is another milestone for 
Indians and Indian education,” 
said Ada Deer, assistant secre­
tary of the federal Bureau of 
Indian Affairs. “This will 
enhance tribal sovereignty and 
create tools for Indian people to 
be more self sufficient while pre­
serving Indian language and cul­
ture.
“About two-thirds of the stu­
dents at these colleges are 
women. Many have gone on to 
become teachers,” added Deer. 
“The tribes have been pressing 
for this order for 20 years and 
government many times moves 
slowly.”
Indian officials claim the col­
leges, chartered by tribes to serve 
25,000 students from more than 
250 tribes in 12 states, often have 
been overlooked for federal fund­
ing because of their small size 
and remote locations.
The mostly two-year colleges, 
which stretch from California to 
Wisconsin, rely on federal fund­
ing for an estimated half to SO 
percent of their budgets.
See TRIBAL-RUN page 6
STELL\: Helped open the Golden Dragon Confectauraunt in 1925
From page 1
made me fet*l like I was already 
welcome."
According to history professor 
and CSA adviser Dan Krieger, the 
club is the oldest existing organi­
zation at Cal Poly and serves as a 
major multicultural resource for 
the university.
The club includes a lion dance 
team and a ribbon dance group 
which helped to preserve the 
Chinese culture. Stella obtained 
the original equipment for the 
club to fterform these dances.
For Stella’s 99th American 
Birthday, members of the CSA 
arranged for a celebration at the 
Louis home. Thirty people 
crammed into a private hospital 
room to eat cake and sing “Happy 
Birthday” in English and Chinese 
when they learned that Stella had 
been taken to Sierra Vista 
Hospital.
“She sat up in bed against doc­
tors’ orders and led the group in 
the song as if she were conducting 
an orchestra,” Liz Krieger said.
Stella’s irresistible charm and 
genuine generosity appealed to 
people of all ages.
“Here she was, a lady in her 
90s who was making new friends 
all of the time,” Liz Krieger 
added.
Stella and Young opened the 
Golden Dragon Confectaurant in 
1925 at the coiner of Marsh and 
Morro streets. With Stella’s deli­
cious pies, countless other goodies 
and a soda fountain, the Golden 
Dragon served as one of San Luis 
Obispo’s favorite hangouts until it 
closed in 1946.
Stella was among the leading 
citizens who founded the San 
Luis Obispo County Historical 
Society. She was a member of the 
Soroptimists Club, the Monday 
Club, the Business and 
Professional Women’s and 
Fuchsia clubs, as well as a volun­
teer cook for the Campfire Girls at 
Camp Natoma for several years.
Stella was preceded in death 
by Young Louis, her husband of 76 
years and the son of Chinese 
immigrant Ah Louis, a prominent 
San Luis Obispo merchant at the 
turn of the century. During the 
Chinese New Year, you can see 
the CSA lion dance team perform 
at the Ah Louis store at the corner
of Palm and Chorro streets.
In 1979, The Louis’ were hon­
ored at the Madonna Inn for their 
outstanding contributions in the 
San Luis Obispo community. 
Former Cal Poly President Robert 
E. Kennedy spoke on their behalf.
“She and her husband were 
involved in virtually every com­
munity project from the time of 
their marriage in 1912, until 
Young’s death in 1988,” Dan 
Krieger said.
Several Cal Poly alumni trav­
eled back to San Luis Obispo for 
“Mom’s” funeral services.
“The chapel was full of people 
from all ages and ethnicities,” 
Krieger said.
“People wonder why Young 
and Stella worked so hard,” 
Krieger said. “I think part of it 
was maybe a sense of them say­
ing, ‘Hey, we’re your neighbors. 
We are like you. We are a part of 
this community.”’
In memory of Stella, contribu­
tions can be made to the Stella 
and Young Endowment Fund, Cal 
Poly Foundation, Bldg. 15.
Pon*t come to us, well 
come to you
Monday, October 28
Scavenger Hunt
List available a t UU 209, 8-10:00 am
Tuesday, October 29
Banner Contest
Banners due a t UU 209, 8-10:00 am
Thursday, October 31
UU Hour Extravaganza
UU Stage, 11-12:00 noon
Friday, November 1
Laugh Olympics
Location a t Business Lawn, 1:00 pm
Rally /  Mock Rock
Sequoia Hail Lawn, 6:30 pm
Saturday, November 2
Downtown Parade
10:00 am
Alumni BBQ
Three Acre Lawn, 11:30 am
Club Fair
Entrance to  Mustang Stadium, 12:30 pm
Football Game /  Halftime Show
1:00 pm
Any Questions? Call 756-7576 for m ore info.
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Arizona man killed while 
jumping off El Capitan
Assocaited Press
YOSEMITE NATIONAL 
PARK, Calif. — An Arizona man 
died Monday while illegally para­
chuting off El Capitan in Yosemite 
National Park, park officials said.
Jeff Christman was perform­
ing a sport that involves leaping 
from a fixed point and then 
deploying a parachute.
“We think that his parachute 
was loaded backwards, and when 
he deployed his chute he was spun 
around and sent into the side of 
the wall,” Yosemite spokesman 
Scott Gediman said.
Gediman added that 
Christman narrowly missed hit­
ting two rock climbers sleeping on 
a ledge of the 7,569-foot granite
monolith.
Christman, 42, was one of 
seven people from Buckeye, Ariz., 
a Phoenix suburb, and rented a 
motor home to drive to Yosemite, 
Gediman said. Two of Christman’s 
friends successfully jumped off El 
Capitan just prior to the death.
The U.S. Park Service arrested 
the group’s members — four men 
and two women — and charged 
them with misdemeanor illegal 
air delivery and recovery. Other 
charges were pending.
Gediman said Yosemite offi­
cials allowed the sport on a trial 
basis in 1980 but discontinued the 
activity because of the high num­
ber of injuries and damage to the 
surroundings.
Governor denies special session
By Seon Barry
Capital Campus News
SACRAMENTO — Governor 
Pete Wilson Friday rejected a 
request signed by 39 lawmakers 
to call a special session of the 
Legislature to take up the Smog 
Check II program, a Wilson 
spokeswoman 
confirmed.
The one- 
sentence letter 
to Wilson was 
initiated by 
Sen. Richard 
Mountjoy (R- 
Monrovia), an
outspoken critic of Smog Check 
II.
The letter - signed by 
Republicans and Democrats -
asked the session be called only 
“to address the issues” of Smog 
Check II.
“We don’t have any intention 
to at this time,” Wilson spokes­
woman Lisa Kalustian said 
about the likelihood of a special 
session, Kalustian said Wilson 
has taken sufficient steps to 
address the program, citing his 
appointment of an outside com­
mission to evaluate it, his sign­
ing of an amendment to the law 
last month, and his scheduling of 
public hearings.
But Mountjoy has re-circulat­
ed the letter in an effort to step 
up pressure.
Citizen complaints about the 
1994 law have increased sharply 
in recent months because most 
the program’s key provisions —
such as toughened penalties for 
“gross polluters” — were imple­
mented July 1.
From May through October 
16, the agency reported 1,360 
complaints — about 10 every 
business day - said Maria 
Chacon Kneidstedt, a spokes­
woman for the program. That’s 
up 44 percent from the 943 com­
plaints tallied in the same time 
period in 1995, she said.
Some legislators who want to 
suspend the law did not sign the 
Mountjoy letter because they 
disagree with his approach.
Senate Pro Tbm Bill Lockyer 
(D-Hayward) supports suspend­
ing the law, said spokesman 
Sandy Harrison. But Lockyer 
thinks a special session is unnec- 
See REJECTION page 8
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Parody of U.S. anti-Cuba law 
introduced in parliament
By David Crory
Associated Press
TORONTO — Bringing satire 
to foreign policy, two lawmakers 
introduced a par ody of the contro­
versial Helms-Burton bill on 
Tuesday in the latest show of 
Canadian disdain for U.S. efforts 
to deter foreign investment in 
Cuba.
Tbe bill mockingly suggests 
Canadians deserve compensation 
for lands seized from their Tory 
ancestors during the American 
Revolution. But the legislation is 
no joke, and neither is the anger 
behind it.
Canada is Cuba’s biggest trad­
ing partner, active in sectors 
ranging from tourism to mining to 
beer-brewing. It is deeply 
annoyed by Washington’s efforts 
to sway its diplomatic policies or
curb lucrative trade practices.
Under the Helms-Burton act, 
Cuban-bom naturalized U.S. citi­
zens whose property was confis­
cated after the 1959 communist 
revolution can sue foreign busi­
nesses that now use those proper­
ties.
The bill is designed to discour­
age foreign firms from doing busi­
ness with Cuba. For example, a 
Canadian firm doing business 
with a Cuban sugar refinery could 
face a lawsuit from the family 
that owned the refinery before it 
was seized by Fidel Castro’s gov­
ernment.
The satiric Godfrey-Milliken 
bill says the 3 million Canadian 
descendants of 80,000 uprooted 
loyalists have as much of a right 
to compensation.
The bill “is one expression of 
See CANADA page 7
TRIBAL-RUN: Only 29 Indian colleges in U.S.
From page 5
Studies show the Indian 
schools received just $2,900 to 
educate each full-time student 
last year compared to the nation­
al average of $6,200 per student 
at mainstream community col­
leges.
The $2,900 figure was just 
$100 more than funding provided 
nearly 15 years ago, Indian offi­
cials said.
The Institute for Higher 
Education Policy, a Washington- 
based, nonprofit research organi­
zation, said about 85 percent of 
all tribal college students have 
incomes below the federal poverty 
level and most are the first in 
their families to attend college.
O f the 29 Indian colleges, 
seven are in Montana, five in 
North Dakota, four in South 
Dakota, three in New Mexico and 
two each in Minnesota and 
Wisconsin. The others are located 
in Arizona, Michigan, California, 
Kansas, Nebraska and 
Washington.
Navajo Community College, 
located in the northeastern 
Arizona town of Tsaile, was the 
nation’s first tribal-run college. It 
was founded in 1968 and has a 
current enrollment of 1,900.
“These institutions provide an
invaluable service," said 
Secretary of Education Richard 
W. Riley, “and it’s time that we 
look for ways to increase their 
contribution.”
Clinton’s order seeks to 
improve avenues for tribal mem­
bers to continue on in four-year 
colleges.
It also calls for the creation of 
a presidentially appointed board 
of advisors to prepare an annual 
report card evaluating the 
progress made by federal agencies 
in addressing the colleges’ finan­
cial needs.
Similar executive orders were 
issued for historically black col­
leges and universities in 1980 and 
Hispanic-serving institutions in 
1990 and have proved to be suc­
cessful.
Deer said Interior Secretary 
Bruce Babbitt was instrumental 
in moving the issue through 
bureaucratic channels. It had 
been reviewed for the past year by 
the Clinton’s Domestic Policy 
Council.
Babbitt was scheduled to 
announce the order at the open­
ing session of the NCAI’s 53rd 
annual convention but his flight 
out of Waco, Texas, was grounded 
by snow Monday.
MUSTANG DAILY
APPLE FARM: Cozy rooms make you feel like you’re at home
From page 3
the wooden apple all visitors 
receive. It’s the “ Inn keeper’s 
gift.” Also, children under 18 stay 
for free.
Nothing in the rooms are tied 
down, said Nichols. For example, 
she said the lamps can be moved, 
as she picked up an old Readers 
Digest volume. These things, she 
said, make it feel more like home.
“A lot of it is marketing,” she 
said. “Creating experience, and 
evoking the memory.”
Even designing all the rooms 
differently is a business tactic 
because it keeps the customers 
coming back to stay in different 
rooms, Nichols said.
One of Bob and Katie’s biggest 
marketing techniques is to please 
the customer.
“We’ve done our best to make 
it fun for people,” Mrs. Davis said. 
“We make it more of an experi­
ence, like our servers and sales 
associates. They are like actors on 
a stage. It’s getting into the enter­
tainment factor.”
Even Nichols, who dressed in a 
floral skirt with her soft blonde 
hair cupping her face and her 
friendly disposition, provoked the 
“we are here to serve you” motto.
“You look comfortable,” 
Nichols said as she walked past a 
visitor lounging in one of the 
many armoire chairs, feet planted
on the ground, head resting back. 
“Uhunnnn, I am,” he replied.
Another business technique 
they have are the survey cards 
placed in the rooms which are 
also given out in the restaurant.
“We give them a free cookie if 
they fill out the cards,” Nichols 
said. “And we read each and every 
one of them.”
Apple Farm provides jobs to 
more than 300 employees in the 
community. Employees range 
from mothers to Cal Poly stu­
dents.
“We have a staff of very talent­
ed people and that’s a blessing,” 
Mrs. Davis said. “We respect peo­
ple’s families’ lives as far as work­
ing too many hours. We’ve worked 
together with families, football 
moms, water polo moms, PTA 
mothers.”
As for Cal Poly and Cuesta 
students that work for Katie and 
her husband, she said she feels 
grateful for their presence.
“The colleges have been a 
great blessing to us as far as qual­
ity. Those that are working for us 
now will some day be going to 
graduate school or will be chem­
istry teachers,” Mrs. Davis said.
Marketing junior Eric Fischel, 
who works at the front desk 
checking the visitors in and out of 
the hotel, said that he “absolute­
ly” loves working for Apple Farm.
He added that 
they do whatever 
they can to accom­
modate the stu­
dents’ schedules.
“They do what 
they can to support 
whatever your 
goals are in terms 
of education,” he 
said.
Lodging manag­
er Jami Kiff gradu­
ated from Cal Poly 
in 1990 with a 
bachelor’s degree in 
recreation and then 
received her mas­
ter’s degree in 1995 
in education admin­
istration. Fischel said Kiff tries to 
work around their schedule dur­
ing finals and midterms.
“Those that are students need 
school to be their priority,” K iff 
said. “I schedule so that when 
they are here they are 100-per­
cent here and are ready to give 
great customer service.”
She also added that she loves 
working for the Davises.
“You are treated like family 
and given the independence and 
responsibility,” she said. “You 
could say Cal Poly’s motto of 
‘learn by doing’ is similar to that 
of Apple Farm’s.”
Nichols said that the Davises
i l l  & m \
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One of the many comfy rooms at the Apple Farm. /  Daily photo by Shoshana hebshi
learned as they went about how to 
run the business.
Not only does Apple Farm pro­
vide jobs for the restaurant and 
the hotel, but it also has its own 
floral and upholstery business.
They also now own the world’s 
oldest motel. The Motel Inn, locat­
ed just a few feet from Apple 
Farm. It was created in 1925 and 
is now closed for renovation.
“The economy is such that we 
wanted to wait to see when things 
turned around. We are planning 
on taking steps to start,” Mrs. 
Davis said. “My husband’s brain 
is going whizzy, whizzy, but we
are anxious to make it pretty.
“We want to make it a garden 
oasis. Not only architecturally 
true but also interesting gar­
dens.”
Mrs. Davis said what keeps 
her and her husband going is per­
severance.
Mrs. Davis, who has been mar­
ried to her husband for almost 31 
years, said that owning a busi­
ness with her husband has been 
great.
“I think being a couple has its 
unique challenges but it has a 
special reward,” Mrs Davis.
CANADA: Parliament is serious about new law
From page 6
growing resentment toward the 
U.S. and its view of itself as the 
'moral conscience’ for all nations,” 
said the co-sponsors, John 
Godfrey and Peter Milliken of the 
governing Liberal Party.
More than 100 Canadians 
have contacted the lawmakers to 
inquire about claiming compensa­
tion. Godfrey says he plans to 
press for return of his family’s 
ancestral home in Carter’s Grove, 
Va., while Milliken says he would 
claim property in the Mohawk 
Valley of New York.
While both see the humor in 
the bill — and neither expects to 
actually claim U.S. property — 
they are deadly serious about 
making a p<iint about what they 
see as outrageous U.S. policy.
Prime Minister Jean Chretien 
has neither endorsed nor opposed 
the bill, but opposition parties 
were supportive during Tuesday’s 
House of Commons session.
“This is not a partisan issue,” 
said Godfrey’s legislative assis­
tant, Alan Patt.
Several more serious chal­
lenges to Helms-Burton also are 
in progress. Canada is backing a 
European Union bid to have the 
World Trade Organization reject 
the U.S. legislation, and a bill is 
moving through Parliament to 
protect Canadian firms against 
tl'iC effects of Helms-Burton.
Canada also has threatened to 
complain formally that
Helms-Burton is a violation of
the North American Free Trade 
Agreement, though it is waiting to 
see whether President Clinton, if 
re-elected, opts to waive some of 
the bill’s provisions.
President Clinton signed 
Helms-Burton into law after Cuba 
shot down two civilian U.S. planes 
off the i.sland’s coast in February.
The provision allowing U.S. 
citizens to sue foreign companies 
does not come into effect until 
next year. But the law already 
denies those foreign firms’ execu­
tives — and those executives’ fam­
ilies — entry into the United 
States.
Top officials of the biggest 
Canadian firm in Cuba, Sherritt 
International, already have been 
banned. But Sherritt has not been 
deterred. It recently held a board 
meeting in Havana, and outlined 
ambitious plans to expand into a 
wide range of industries in Cuba.
The Canadian counter-legisla­
tion stipulates that Canada will 
not recognize court rulings issued 
in accordance with Helms-Burton 
and will not help collect judg­
ments issued against Canadian 
firms. The bill would allow target­
ed Canadian firms to file counter­
suits against Canadian sub­
sidiaries of American firms that 
make use of Helms-Burton to pur­
sue damages.
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Altera Corporation, located 
in the heart of Silicon Valley 
in beautiful Northern 
California, has set the pace 
from the start in high- 
performance, high-density 
programmable logic devices 
and associated computer- 
aided engineering (CAE) 
logic development tools.
Our team of professionals 
is among the best in the 
business, and we've made a 
solid commitment to continue 
to grow and expand with 
only the best.
For the past three years, we 
have consistently produced 
record sales results, going 
from $140 million to over 
$400 million. As you can 
see, we set aggressive 
goals and achieve them.
7~/U B a its  in C oayt
The tim e has never been 
better than now to jo in  an 
All-Star team of professionals 
setting league records at a 
consistent pace. The ball Is 
in your court. Come to our 
In form ation Session on 
campus October 29. 
In terview s w ill be held 
October 30. For interview  
consideration, please sign 
up at your Career Planning 
and Placement Office.
Positions A o -a iia ile :
•  S o ftw a re  Engineers
• P rod uct/Test Engineers
• D esign Engineers
• A pplications  Engineers
• Sales Engineers
• Technical W riters  
• Finance, M IS  
..........a n d  m o re !
If you can 't v is it us on 
campus, send your resume 
to: Altera Corporation, 
Human Resources,
Attn; Heelie Drury, College 
Recruiter, 2610 Orchard 
Parkway, San Jose, CA 
95134-2020; fax: 408-435-5065; 
e-mail: hdrury@ altera.com. 
To learn more about Altera, 
see our home page at 
http://www.altera.com
We are an Equal Opportunity 
Employer.
A LEADER in P rogram m able  Logic.
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REJECTION: 39 lawmakers requested a session COFFEE: Shops keep coming and going, but the love for caffeine stays
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essary because he believes the 
governor can simply suspend the 
program himself, Harrison said.
John Nelson, a spokesman for 
Assembly Speaker Curt Pringle 
(R-tJarden Grove) said Pringle did 
not sign the Mountjoy letter 
because he favors re-convening 
the Legislature instead.
Mountjoy is joined in the fight 
against the program by Sen. Ray 
Haynes (R-Murietta) and 
Assemblyman Larry Bowler, (R- 
Elk Grove) who have led attacks 
on the program in the past five 
weeks.
The two lawmakers Oct. 3 
asked the agency about TV and 
radio commercials to publicize the 
program. The car repair bureau 
spent $385,000 on 1,050 televi­
sion spots and 1,900 radio spots.
plus $175,000 for production. The 
ads air only in the Sacramento 
area now, but the agency plans to 
develop new commercials and run 
them in other parts of the state.
The agency is directed by law 
to advertise the program, but the 
legislators claim the content of 
the commercials is more public 
relations than information.
Meanwhile, all the controversy 
over Smog Check 11 has puzzled 
some officials of the program.
Bob Brown, the governor’s 
spokesman for Smog Check 11, 
says the state is simply complying 
with the federal Clean Air Act, 
amended in 1990, which requires 
the stepped-up testing.
“There’s very real problems 
and very real time lines we need 
to achieve,” he said.
FIRES: Winds ranged from 17 mph to 45 mph
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moment,” said Dean McCormick, 
43, helping out his parents and 
grandparents who both have 
homes on one street where sever­
al houses burned.
At one home two people shut­
tled containers of water from a 
pool, up to the roof to douse shin­
gles licked by tongues of fire. 
Other residents hurled shovelfuls 
of dirt at a wall of fire along a 
street.
Powerful gusts fanned flames 
leaping 50 feet as they blow- 
torched through the hilly neigh­
borhood about 35 miles southeast 
of Los Angeles.
Thick, black plumes of smoke 
rose over the area and firebrands 
soared into the sky, threatening 
homes downwind. Several of the 
homes destroyed had wooden 
shake roofs.
“The houses with the shake 
roofs got hit.” said resident Greg 
Gardner, who was hosing down 
his roof, which was built with 
inflammable materials. “It’s pret­
ty wild. I’ll tell you.”
“It started just up the hill from 
us,” said Diane Bower, 45, a Loma 
Drive resident. “We’ve been col­
lecting some of our albums, our 
artwork. Right now. I’m very 
upset.”
Wind speeds across Orange 
County ranged from 17 mph to 45 
mph with gusts up to 71 mph.
The blaze prompted memories 
of a 1967 Lemon Heights fire that 
destroyed 21 homes, said Tustin 
Mayor Tracy Worley, whose par­
ents’ home survived both fires.
“You never forget that feeling,” 
Worley said. " I t ’s a feeling of 
being out of control. Like it’s hap­
pening so fast. It’s very scary,”
Water-dropping helicopters 
sucked water from lakes at the 
Tustin Ranch Golf Club, about a 
quarter-mile from the burning 
homes.
“We are getting helicopter 
drops pulling water from our 
lakes. About every three, four to 
five minutes there’s a helicopter 
here,” said Mike Lichty, the golf 
club general manager.
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during the week. From Sunday to 
Wednesday, students cramming 
for exams, writing papers or pro­
crastinating usually occupy the 
café’s indoor and garden seating. 
He said students sitting at tables 
for long periods of time usually do 
not take away from other busi­
ness because of the café’s seating 
for 49 people, and the students 
that buy drinks while visiting 
those studying.
“Friends come and go, so a 
table is kind of shared,” he said.
However, from Thursday to 
Sunday the café lures in a broad­
er mix of people relaxing and 
“hanging out” by offering musical 
performances such as jazz bands 
or acoustic musicians. Beck said.
Much like Linnaea’s, the 
Starbucks Coffee in the 
Downtown Centre tries to attract 
coffeehouse-goers with musical 
entertainment.
Wednesday nights we usually 
offer music, so there are more peo­
ple hanging around,” said Katie 
Hammond, assistant manager. 
“We have music to offer a social 
scene. Starbucks has always 
advertised coffee with music, even 
back in the Beatnik days.”
Hammond also said the store 
depends heavily on selling a high 
volume of drinks, which can at 
times be inhibited by students 
occupying table space.
“We have situations where the 
store is full of kids and no one 
comes in to buy a drink,” she said. 
“We definitely have older cus­
tomers come in and complain that 
there is no place to sit.”
The downtown store’s outdoor 
seating usually alleviates some of 
the problem, she said, and the 
students who spend hours study­
ing there almost always purchase 
drinks.
“I can’t imagine any business 
owner that would love (people 
occupying tables for long periods 
of time), but I think we get a large 
population that buy drinks,” she 
said. “But ideally the more drinks 
we sell the more money we make.”
Another coffee house consul­
tant, Alex Fisenko who opened 
Café Strata in Berkeley in 1969, 
said the common perception that 
college students studying in cof­
feehouses harm business is incor­
rect.
“When I figured out how many 
cups I sold and in how much time, 
the average stay was 12 minutes 
per cup,” he said, adding that he 
sold 11,000 cups a day when he 
owned four coffee shops in 
Berkeley. “Some may hang 
around as if it were their second
apartment or dorm, but most of 
them leave in a few minutes.”
According to Fisenko, coffee­
houses in college towns need to 
provide ample space for students 
so they feel welcomed. If room for 
students is available they will 
come and purchase drinks, 
increasing the volume of sales.
Students are encouraged to go 
to Starbucks, whether it be to 
study, play chess or socialize, 
Hammond said.
“1 love the mix of customers we 
get. I think it’s a cultural thing,” 
she said. “Last night we had 20- 
year-olds and 70-year-olds listen­
ing to an acoustic act. That’s what 
I love — people coming together 
over things they enjoy.”
Hammond said that the down­
town Starbucks and the store on 
Foothill Boulevard offer some­
thing that other local coffee hous­
es do not — a corporate guaran­
tee.
“The corporate part of us influ­
ences our product’s consistency, 
makes it a quality product and 
more safely monitored,” she said.
“There is enough of a differ­
ence between the local coffee 
shops that it becomes more than a 
cup of coffee; it’s an experience,” 
she said. “But our coffee is better,” 
she said under her breath.
Barnes & Noble’s Café, which 
sells Starbucks’ products, adopts 
a similar view.
“We’re corporate and we’re 
quality,” said Stefanie Sutton, 
manager of the café.
She said students comprise 
most of the café’s clientele and 
that table space is typically hard 
to find, especially at night and on 
the weekend. Although the café 
hosts poetry readings and other 
literary events, Sutton said the 
café’s main purpose is to serve the 
bookstore’s customers, not draw 
crowds.
“(The café) is not here for a 
profit,” she said. “We are here just 
to accommodate customers. We 
try to be profitable only in the 
sense that we pay for ourselves, 
but not any profit beyond that.”
Sutton said she realizes that 
not all coffee houses operate 
under such conditions.
“I think when you have a foun­
dation, like being corporate, it 
does alleviate some stress for hav­
ing a profitable business and the 
fear of going under,” she said.
Kimberly Watson, former per­
sonnel manager for the Coffee 
Merchant, can attest to the diffi­
culties c f striving to survive as an 
independent coffeehouse.
Watson, who worked for the popu­
lar coffeehouse since it opened in
1990 until it closed in March, said 
trying to cope within the competi­
tive local market drove the Coffee 
Merchant out of business.
“We wanted to get to a place 
where more things that students 
enjoyed, like a venue setting, 
could be offered,” she said, 
explaining why the Coffee 
Merchant moved from the current 
Uptown Espresso location to a 
bigger store on Monterey Street. 
“But generally expansion should 
be done when one is growing, and 
we weren’t. In the financial woes 
we ended up with too much over­
head at the new place.”
Watson said the management 
tried to expand the role of local 
coffeehouses by offering live 
entertainment and coffee roasted 
on the premises.
“The night business did pick 
up but we lost the bread and but­
ter of business, which was the 
mornings,” she said, explaining 
that many business people and 
students would stop in during the 
early hours of the day. “Also when 
we moved, much of our clientele 
was lost,” she said.
While trying to branch out in 
new directions seemed to hurt one 
local coffeehouse, professional 
consultants encourage such 
experimentation.
Carufo encourages his cus­
tomers, which include about 60 
coffeehouses nationwide, to try 
new trends, such as staying open 
24 hours during exam weeks and 
having students purchase a mug, 
for about $3, as an entrance tax to 
a cafe’s zoned study area.
However, not all coffeehouse 
owners trust such advice.
Randy Coates, co-owner of 
Uptown Espresso, said people are 
drawn to his shop on Higuera 
Street for quality goods and cus­
tomer service.
“We have the best coffee and 
pastries in all the Central Coast,” 
he said of the scones, muffins and 
pies baked at the shop. “We also 
have the best customer service. 
Our employees are more like a 
family and they know customers 
by name and their drinks.”
More than any other factor, 
Coates said the shop’s trademark 
foam causes people to flock to the 
1-year-old store.
“We are known as the ‘Home of 
the Velvet Foam,’” he said. “The 
foam is incredible. No one in 
town, or in California knows how 
to make foam - and it enhances a 
shot of espresso incredibly. 
Everybody gets that peaky stuff 
from Starbucks, but we make it 
like the Italians - velvety.”
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LIGHT HOUSE
Located down the sta irs from  the U.U. Plaza 
O ffering meal plan and cash customers all-you • 
can-eat meals daily, including fresh pastries, 
eggs to order at brealcfast, two daily entrees, a 
specialty line at dinner, charbroiled hamburgers, 
two homemade s o i^s , salad bar, fresh baked 
breads and desserts, frozen yogurt and soft serve 
ice cream and a variety o f beverages.
Weekdays; Breakfast 6:30am-9;30em 
Lunch 10:30anv130pm 
Dinner 4:30pm-730pm 
Weekends: Breakfast8;30am-10:30am 
Lunch 1130am-2:00pm 
Dinner 4:30pm-730pm
SANDWICH PLANT
Located across from  the versa te lle r machines. 
Begin your day with a delicious breakfast crois­
sant or breakfast burrito. For lunch, as well as at 
breakfast, le t us build the 'sandw ich of your 
dream s' from a selection of over 45 items. 
M on-Fri 7:00am to 4:00pm
BACKSTAGE PIZZA
Located dow nsta irs in  the U n ive rs ity  U nion 
next to  M cPhee's Gam es Area
The best piping hot, mouth watering pizza in
town. Pizza by the slice or share a whole pizza 
with your friends. Complement your pizza w ith a 
salad from  our 40 item  salad bar and a choice of 
a wide variety of beverages. Occasional live 
entertainm ent. On-Campus delivery available. 
Mon-Thur: 10:00am-9:00pm 
F ti&  Sat: 10am-8pm, Sun: Noon-9pm
CAMPUS STORE
^  Eja < 9 0  o
Located by the I3xary, behind Ag Science bldg.
W hat do you call a sm all convenience store that 
has just about everything you could need during 
a day on campus? You call it the CAMPUS 
STORE, the little  store that can fu lfill your needs. 
Mon-Thur 6:30am-10;00pm, Fri6:30am -5:30pm , 
Sat 10am-6pm, Sun lOam-IOpm
VISTA GRANDE RESTAURANT
Located by the University entrance on Gnmd Ave.
Full table service dining room with a wonderful 
view of the campus and San Luis Obispo. We 
sen/e lunch, dinner and Sim day brunch featuring 
soups, salads, sandwiches, desserts and a vari­
ety o f contem porary and ethnic dishes. 
Mon-Sat 11am-8:00pm, Sun Brunch 10am-2pm
THE AVENUE ^
Located across from  M ott Gym .
'The Ave’  offers the w idest selection of foods on 
campus featuring C hick-fil-A , Cowboy Grub,
Tapango's Super, Pasta Pasta Pasta, C ity Deli 
and Sweet Persuasions. M on-Fri 7:30am-3:30pm 
Tapango's Super open tor breakfast, other areas 
open for Iw ich at 10:30am.
THE CELLAR BES Qf O
Located k i the Dexter build ing 
Everything from candy bars or sandwiches to fresh 
brewed coffee. The Cefiar has an attractive seating 
area that offers you 24 hour a day seating hospitality. 
Most verxfrigrT)achresaoceptCarTipusE)qpress Club 
and Pkj$. Other vendng locafons include a l the 
Residence Hals, Engineering buldrig. Health Center 
and Business building 
Vendrg Machiies: OPEN 24 HOURS
VGCAFE BESQiO
shakes, sundaes and cones.
Mon-Thurs 7:30am-9pm, Fri 7:30am-4:30pm
STAFFROOM
Located up the stairs, across from  the Ree Center
Cafeteria-style lunch service, offering made-to 
order sandwiches, a hot lunch special, salads, 
soup and desserts. M on-Fri 10:30am-2:00pm
TAPANGO'S ' f ' j E S l ® ©
Located between Kennedy Library & Dexter bldg.
Express Mexican Cuisine, value priced for a great on- 
th e ^m e a l. CinnafTxxirofls,burrilos,coffee,orange 
juice and m ik available for breakfast. Bixritos, rice, 
beanscxxfsoftdrinksatlunch. Weekdays: Breakfast: 
7:45am-10am Lunch: 10am-230pm
Located by the campus entrance on Grand Ave.
A fawxite of meal plan patrons, offering a grand view 
and a wide selection of foods: Grill items, pasta, subs, 
specialties of chicken and beef,satadbar,dessertsand 
beverages. Open for Lunch and Dinner a8 week.. 
Late Nite Sun-Thurs., Lunch; 1 lam-1:30pm. Dinner. 
530pm-7:30pm, Late Nte: 8pm-10pm (SifvThur)
JULIAN'S
Located on the firs t floo r o f the U niversity Union 
For the finest coffees, from whole beans, to fresh 
brewed, to cappuccino, and a wide assortm ent of 
baked goods including croissants, m uffins, cook­
ies and pastries, Julian's is ready to serve you. 
Hungry for ice cream? Julian's serves delicious
LUCY'S JUICE E23 ©  O
Located on P o ly V iew  D rive, near the  m ail 
k io sk, between the  Rec Center and U.U.
Fresh, fast, fu i ju ice drinks from  apple juice to 
sm oothies (so rry .. .  no zucchini juice) Blended 
drinks made to order while you watch, from great 
ingredients like pure fru it ju ice, whole fru it, non- GEII ©  O fa t frozen yogurt, sherbet protein powder, wheat 
germ and other delicious and nutritious stuff. 
M on-Fri 7:30am-3:30pm
LUCYS JUICE, TO O  ^  ®  O
Enjoy foe same mouth watering juice drinks at our 
se o o ^ location n  foe basement of Dexterl 
Mon-Fri 8:30am-430pm
If^ S jM e a l Plan accepted 
I Campus Express Club accepted
EC 3 Plus dollars accepted 
o  Personal Checks accepted
©  M eatless entrees available 
Ç )  Food to go
a  Entertainment
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Attention December Graduates El Corral Bookstore presents
A special 3~day event for all December Graduates
O rd er  your graduation:
Class Rings (save up to $130 on Gold Rings), 
Personalized Graduation Announcements,
Thank You Notes, Custom Seal Note Cards, 
Certificates o f Appreciation &  Diploma Plaques.
Don V miss this event! Information available on 
graduation &  senior portraits. Prize drawing for 
graduation items.
Oct. 23,24, & 25
(Wednesday -  Friday)
10AM-4PM 
3-DAYS ONLY!!
Grad Center opens Nov. 13th for capy 
gowHy tasselly grad tickets and diplomas
Mustang 
Daily, 
“We’ve 
got the 
need, 
the
need for 
speed!”
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1. 800- 771- 6600,
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connection?
Check out our "Poly Plan":
✓All U S. Robotics 28.8 modems
✓ $40/quar1er -  less than Cal 
Poly’s pay modem pool
✓ PPP Dtal-up connections
For more info 
call Lon at 545-9562 x331
Innovative Concepts
(.’u/ 'Poly Afumnt lUtU StuiOnt nin
dpedail
*buy one 
frame 
and get the 
second one 
1/2 off!
Includes:
• wood frame
• mounting
• backing
• glass & fitting
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The men's and women's basketball teams were introduced during halftime of 
Saturday's football game at Mustang Stadium. Both teams have started practic­
ing and play their first games in mid-November /  Daily photos by Dawn Kalmar
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ON LINE AND ON THE GO
Cai Poly Gets Wireless Network
• Use Ricochet with your desktop or 
laptop to access your University 
network, E-mail and other on-line 
services without using a phone line.
• No more busy signals, no phone 
lines or jacks and no 
more busy modem 
banks. Stay on as 
long as you want.
Unlimited Network Access ...One Flat Rate
Academic Pricing!
$ 2 9 .9 5  a m on th  for wireless cam pus service 
and Ricochet m odem  rental
Be here. Be there. Be wireless. 
The W ireless  Modem and 
Campus Network Service 
Available at El Corral Bookstore, 
756-5311
$45 activation fee applies to aW new subsrlptions. 
Prices may vary without notice.
dkochet is a trademark 
” Of Metricorp Inc.
SABATINI: Last victory in 1992 U.S. Open
From page 12
selected tournaments or make a 
farewell tour.
Sabatini captured her lone 
Grand Slam title, the U.S. Open in 
1990, in New York when she put 
together her most aggressive and 
acrobatic performance to beat 
Steffi Graf in straight sets in the 
final.
Four years later in the Garden, 
Sabatini ended Martina 
Navratilova’s career with an emo­
tional victory in the first round of 
the Virginia Slims
Championships. Then Sabatini 
went on to capture her first title 
after a 42-tournament drought, 
beating Lindsay Davenport in the 
final.
For all Sabatini’s success on 
the court, which earned her 
$8,785,850 in prize money, she 
made millions more from a per­
fume bearing her name, modeling 
clothes in fashion magazines, and 
endorsements that far exceeded 
those of more accomplished play­
ers like Martina Navratilova and 
Monica Seles.
Sabatini even had the honor of 
having a fiery orange-red rose 
named after her in 1992, putting 
her in the company of such celebri­
ties as Ingrid Bergman, Grace 
Kelly, Audrey Hepburn, Elizabeth 
Taylor and t^ueen Elizabeth
The mystery of Sabatini’s 
career is why she didn’t win more 
major titles.
“She definitely could have won 
more Grand Slams, for sure,” 
Seles said Tuesday after hearing
of Sabatini’s decision to retire.
“I don’t know why she didn’t; 
she had so much talent. Some of 
the volleys she could hit were 
unbelievable. It was just pure tal­
ent and great touch.”
Sabatini could attack at the 
net, as she did against Graf in the 
1990 U.S. Open, but relied instead 
almost exclusively on her topspin 
strokes from the baseline to wear 
down opponents.
Sabatini missed three months 
this year because of a pulled stom­
ach muscle and was unable to play 
in the French Open and 
Wimbledon. She lost in the third 
round of the U.S. Open.
In Argentina, where Sabatini is 
the greatest female tennis player 
in the nation’s history, newspapers 
blared word of her retirement in 
big headlines.
“She was one of the very few 
players who was a great competi­
tor, but as soon as she came off the 
court she was a normal person,” 
Seles said. “She had aura, she just 
shines. She had something that 
brings out the best in other peo­
ple.”
Sabatini turned professional in 
1985. Among the top 10 women 
players for nearly a decade and 
winner of 27 singles titles, 
Sabatini was ranked as high as 
No. 3 in 1989, 1991 and 1992. She 
is now ranked No. 29.
Her last title came in an 
Australian Open tuneup event at 
the New South Wales Open in 
.January 1995, where she again 
beat Davenport in the final.
Still no coach for the Saints
By Mary Foster
Associated Press
NEW ORLEANS - The shake- 
up of the New Orleans Saints 
coaching staff continued Tuesday 
after Chet Franklin, the team’s 
director of pro personnel, turned 
down the interim head coaching 
job.
One day after head coach Jim 
Mora resigned, his offensive coor­
dinator, Carl Smith, was fired by 
general manager Bill Kuharich, 
who confirmed he had offered the 
job of interim head coach to 
Franklin.
“He felt it would not be in the 
best interest for him to take the 
job,” Kuharich said.
Franklin said he did not 
believe he was the man to ensure 
a sn~iOoth transition for the 
remaining eight games.
“1 didn’t feel like 1 was going to 
be that effective.” Franklin said.
Several assistant coaches 
declined comment on the job hav­
ing been offered to Franklin. But 
tight ends coach Bruce Arians
acknowledged there had been no 
outpouring of enthusiasm among 
the staff for the choice.
“It’s nothing against Chet. We 
all like him and respect him. I 
think we just all felt the new guy 
would come from one of the coach­
es,” Arians said.
Kuharich said that if Franklin 
had taken the job, they would 
have discussed Smith’s future.
Since Franklin turned down 
the coaching job, Kuharich made 
the decision to fire Smith.
“Based on our 2-6 record and 
our production offensively, I felt 
we needed a new decision maker, 
play-caller,” Kuharich said.
The Saints are ranked 27th in 
total offense, 28th in rushing and 
21st in passing in the league.
Who will replace Smith? 
Kuharich said the new interim 
coach will play a role in determin­
ing that.
Smith, who was told of his fir­
ing 15 minutes before the news 
conference, left the Saints camp 
after the announcement without 
commenting.
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NBA: Teams bulking up on talent to stop Chicago Bulls’ run for a second-straight league title in the NBA
From page 12
Murray and re-signed Juwan 
Howard to a $101 million, seven- 
year contract after the NBA voided 
Howard’s earlier free agent deal 
with the Miami Heat.
With Chris Webber and 
Gheorghe Muresan around, the 
Bullets figure to be the most 
improved team in the Eastern 
Conference if everyone stays 
healthy. Muresan has been side­
lined by nagging injuries over the 
first three weeks of training camp.
The New York Knicks have 
added Johnson, Allan Houston, 
Buck Williams and Chris Childs, 
and the Orlando Magic, despite 
losing Shaq, still have Penny 
Hardaway, Nick Anderson, Horace 
Grant and Dennis Scott, who will 
be happy to divide up the 20 shots 
O’Neal used to take.
Before re-signing Reggie 
Miller, the Indiana Pacers also
retooled some parts, replacing 
point guard Mark Jackson with 
Jalen Rose and Travis Best and 
adding Reggie Williams to the 
mix.
In the Western Conference, the 
SuperSonics demonstrated just 
how crazy the free-agent frenzy 
had become when they gave 
Mcllvaine, a 24-year-old center 
whose career average as a backup 
is 2.1 points and 2.5 rebounds, a 
$32 million, seven-year contract.
Add Gary Payton’s $84 million, 
seven-year deal, and it’s no won­
der Shawn Kemp - the best player 
on the team - was left feeling vast­
ly underpaid at $3 million this 
season. To make his point, Kemp 
held out for the first three weeks 
of training camp.
Seattle, which quietly won 64 
games last year and then buried 
its reputation for stinking up the 
playoffs, still appears to be the
team to beat in the West - even 
with a discontented Kemp.
The Sonics’ strongest challenge 
should come from the Lakers, 
Rockets and Jazz.
Los Angeles signed O’Neal for 
$120 million to begin a new era 
that should finally make people 
stop longing for the days of 
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Magic 
Johnson. The Lakers won 53 
games last season but self- 
destructed toward the end after 
Johnson came out of retirement 
and threw himself into an already 
volatile mix of young players.
Houston gave up several com­
ponents of its 1994 and ‘95 cham­
pionship teams when it sent 
Robert Horry, Sam Cassell, 
Chucky Brown and Mark Bryant 
to the Phoenix Suns for Barkley.
Coming off one of the best 
years of his career, Barkley will 
team with Hakeem Olajuwon and
Clyde Drexler to form a trio of All- 
Stars that should match up with 
any other team’s three best play­
ers.
Only Karl Malone’s two missed 
foul shots in Game 7 of the confer­
ence finals kept the Jazz from 
making the NBA Finals.
I f Utah can pull off a trade for 
a legitimate center, or if Greg 
Ostertag is as ready as Jerry 
Sloan thinks he is, the Jazz have a 
fair shot at duplicating - or better­
ing - last season’s success.
Malone and Jeff Hornacek are 
33 and teammate John Stockton 
will be 35, but the rest of the NBA 
is younger than ever.
A pair of 18-year-olds will play 
in the Pacific Division straight out 
of high school - Kobe Bryant with 
the Lakers and Jermaine O’Neal 
with Portland.
Shareef Abdur-Rahim, a 19- 
year-old who left Cal after his
LO N D O N  STUDY
Interested in spending spring quarter in London?
Attend our Student Information Meeting 
Thursday, October 24, 1996 at 11 a.m.
Fisher Science 286
freshman season, will play for 
Vancouver. Stephen Marbury, 19, 
who left Georgia Tech after one 
year, will play the point for 
Philadelphia. And Kevin Garnett, 
20, and Joe Smith, 21, will be vet­
erans.
From time to time, their paths 
will cross with the Bulls.
They’ll play against Jordan, 33; 
Rodman, 35; Ron Harper, 32; and 
43-year-old Robert Parish, who 
opted to put off retirement for a 
while longer in pursuit of another 
championship ring.
It’ll be old vs. new. And just like 
last year, Chicago should get the 
best of everybody. But it will prob­
ably be the last time we see the 
same Bulls together.
Read Mustang 
Daily!
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Waterski Team Information Call: 
Jack 545-7872 
Trevor 544-0711
DOG WASH
Vet-Sci Club flea dip at FARM 
SUPPLY, only $5! Oct. 26010 x4447
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It’s not too LATE to pick up 
your application for the 
Open House Exec Committee at 
Andrene’s office in UU 217/SLAD 
DUE NOON, NOV 7 in Box #19
A dvertise  in the  
M ustang Daily and 
GET RESULTS!!!
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SCORE MORE!! 
GMAT 72 PTS 
GRE 214 PTS 
LSAT 7.5 PTS
Princeton Review (805) 995-0176
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Now hiring 30 Study Group Ldrs 
$6.50/hr. Flexible. Seek Majors 
with 3.25+ GPA: CHEM. MATH, 
PHYSICS. CSC. CE/ME, ACTG 
Work Study Welcome. Apply at 
Academic Skills Ctr in 33-290. 
Study Group is sponsored by 
Student Academic Svcs and the 
Cal Poly Plan
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MYSTIQUE
Beatutiful Exotic Female Dancers 
Privates & Parties (Hiring) 
594-4529
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Make No Investments or Provide 
No Banking or Credit Information 
Without Investigating Advertisments 
in the Cpportunities Section
SI.OOO’s POSSIBLE reading books. 
Part Time At Home. Toll Free 
1 -800-898-9778 Ext. R-2368 
for Listings.
RENT IT. BUY IT OR SELL IT 
in the Mustang Daily Classifieds
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FAST FUNDRAISER - RAISE $500 IN 
5 DAYS • Greeks, Groups, Clubs, 
Motivated Individuals. FAST, 
EASY - NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATION 
(800) 862-1982 Ext. 33
GOV’T FORCLOSED HOMES for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, 
Repo's, REC’s. Your Area. Toll 
Free. 1-800-898-9778 Ext. 
H-2368 for current listings.
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches, 
Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's. 
Corvettes. Also Jeeps. 4WD’s. 
Your Area Toll Free 1-800- 
898-9778 Ext. A-2368 for curr. list.
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SI.OOO’s POSSIBLE TYPING
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free. 
1-800-898-9778 Ext. T-2368 for 
Listings.
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Honda Express Scooter 50cc 
35 mph Good Shape $475 595-7904
I 'O H  S .\LK
Korg Grand Digital Piano with 
Midi, Speakers. Stand 
Sounds Great. $500 595-7904
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FREE LIST OF ALL HOUSES & CONDOS 
FOR SALE IN SLO 
Steve Nelson - Farrell Smyth R/E 
*•*543-8370***
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IN THE BLEACHERS By Steve Moore
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T P  D A Y ’S  G A M E S
• Women’s Soccer vs. Cal State 
Fullerton @ Fullerton, 7 p.m.*
T O M O R R O W ’S  G A M E S
• There are no games tomorrow.
• Big W est C onference game
Player’s father admits 
sharpening helmet buckle
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) - 
The father of a high school foot­
ball player admitted he sharp­
ened a buckle on his son’s hel­
met before a game in which sev­
eral opponents were cut, one 
badly enough to need 12 stitch­
es.
The father said he did it 
because referees had failed to 
penalize players for roughing up 
his son in an earlier game, the 
Albuquerque Journal reported 
Tuesday.
Officials stopped an Oct. 12 
game between St. Pius and 
Albuquerque Academy after five 
Academy players were cut.
They then found that a buckle 
on the helmet worn by St. Pius 
junior Mike Cito had an edge 
sharp enough to shred a maga­
zine cover. Some Academy play­
ers said they believed other St. 
Pius athletes knew about the 
buckle before the game was 
stopped
Last Friday, the newspaper 
reported, Stephen Cito admitted 
to the Rev. Ronald G. Schwenzer, 
principal at St. Pius, that he had 
sharpened the buckle
“I was shocked when he said 
it...He said he is very remorseful 
for doing it," Schwenzer said.
“He indicated that the previous 
week he felt his son was being 
tackled and getting pushed 
around unfairly and the referees 
said they didn't see anything," 
Schwenzer said. This was his 
dad’s solution to that.”
Mike Cito was expelled 
Monday, and already had been 
dismissed from the team.
MOttNTAIN PACIFIC
SPORIS FEDERATION
Men’s Soccer 
Pacific Division
Team MESE Overall
U C U 3-0 11-3
CS Fullerton 2-1-1 8-4-2
UC Irvine 2-2-1 6-5-2
Cal Poly 1-1-1 3-9-1
CS Northridge 1-3-1 4-7-2
UCSB 1-4 3-9-2
C A L  P O L Y •
Wheelmen take 5th at Mountain Bike competition
By Brandt Furgerson
Doily Staff W riter
The Cal Poly Cycling team ral­lied nine members through the rain-soaked Kentucky 
hills Saturday to claim fifth place at 
the 1996 National Collegiate 
Mountain Bike Championships.
• Club Sports
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Top: Wheelman Greg Gilbert grabs water on the way to a 24th place 
finish at the National Collegiate Mountain Bike Championships in 
Kentucky. Bottom: Stacie Gregory placed 19th to help the Wheelmen 
to their 5th place finish /  Photos courtesy of Randy Warren
“It was a different experience; 
last year we had a lot more people at 
nationals,” said junior Brian 
Chapman. “This year the competi­
tion was harder, and it’s probably 
going to get harder as mountain bik­
ing develops as a collegiate sport.”
Returning champions Fort Lewis 
College of Durango, Co., repeated as 
national champions while 
University of Colorado at Boulder, 
Penn State, Indiana University and 
Cal Poly rounded 
out the remaining 
spots.
Cal Poly’s top 
finishers were 
seniors Greg 
Gilbert (24th) and 
Stacie Gregory 
(19th).
U n l u c k y  
mechanical prob­
lems kept Cal
Poly from placing 
higher. Senior 
Lana Sullivan 
suffered shifting 
problems when a 
mid-race crash 
broke her shift
lever, making it 
impossible for her 
to push bigger 
gears. Chapman
snapped his chain ----------------------
when pedaling into a turn on a 
downhill portion of the course.
“We were only seven points 
behind Indiana in the final point
total,” Sullivan said. “I f Brian’s
chain wouldn’t have broke, he would 
have scored points and we would 
have been in fourth overall."
The five mile circuit consisted of 
rolling singletrack over the slippery 
trails of the Butler Ski Resort. 
Coupled with a dense forest and a
"Imagine 150 rid­
ers flying through 
a winding trail at 
30 mph, following 
the race leader. It 
makes it difficult to
pass
—Lana Sullivan 
On the difference 
between racing on the 
East Coast versus the 
West Coast
three hour time difference, the Cal 
Poly team was not used to the east­
ern conditions. The men covered 25 
miles while the women covered 15.
Sullivan, who finished 29th, said, 
“It would have been better if we had 
a chance to pre-ride the cour.se.
“The course was really steep and 
wet, and covered in trees,” she 
explained. “There were these really 
steep, short climbs that you had to 
hike up, and it was hard to climb 
because it was slick mud — there 
weren’t any footholds.”
The race was different than most 
in the West. The circuit lacked the 
long climbs that the Cal Poly team 
excels at. Chapman said.
“Imagine 150 riders flying 
through a winding trail at 30 mph, 
following the race leader,” he said. 
“It makes it difficult to pass.”
The eastern venue made it diffi­
cult for teams of the 
west coast to attend 
the race, however, 
through fund raisers 
and riders support. 
Cal Poly was able to 
send the largest team 
they could afford.
Adviser Randy 
Warren and Cal Poly 
alumnus Steve
Hollenbeak drove to 
Kentucky, transport­
ing bikes and equip­
ment for the racers.
“It was great hav­
ing people there to 
support us,” Sullivan 
said. “They did every­
thing from meeting us 
at the airport to 
putting our bikes 
together for us.”
---------------- Other Cal Poly
women finishers were Becky Frazier 
(21st) and Kellie Schneider (27th), 
while Alex Smith, Chris Newman 
and Pat Esquibel placed 36th, 67th 
and 69th respectively.
Returning to California as the 
highest placing team in the Western 
Collegiate Cycling Conference 
(WCCC), the Cal Poly Cycling team 
is considered favorites for the confer­
ence championships at San Diego 
State University Dec. 7 and 8.
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NBA youth movement meets the Bulls
S P O R T S  H O T L I N E
7 5 6 - S C O R
By Chris Shoridcii
Associated Press
They spent the summer as the 
Sitting Bulls.
Everyone else went out and 
spent megamillions trying to catch 
up with the NBA champions. The 
Lakers got Shaquille O’Neal, the 
Rockets got Charles Barkley, the 
Knicks got Larry Johnson, the 
Sonics got - well, the Sonics got 
Jim Mcllvaine. But more on that 
later.
The Bulls, meanwhile, basical­
ly sat still and set themselves up 
for one more year of greatness by 
giving one-year contracts to 
Michael Jordan, Dennis Rodman 
and coach Phil Jackson.
The team that won an NBA 
record 72 games last season will 
look almost exactly the same when 
the season opens Friday and the 
league celebrates its 50th anniver­
sary. But after this year, the Bulls 
as we’ve known them may cease to 
exist.
“Personally, I’m just here to do 
one more year with this team. It’ll
be as enjoyable and creative, hope­
fully, as last year was,” said 
Jackson, who realizes the salary 
structure of the NBA has gone 
berserk, even for coaches.
He will be a free agent next 
summer, as will Jordan after his 
$30 million, one-year deal expires, 
as will Rodman after his $9 mil­
lion, one-year deal is done.
“We understand the process of 
what’s going on in the game. All 
the players are attuned to it,” 
Jackson said. “I don’t think any­
body in their right mind in the 
NBA these days really thinks in 
terms of multiple years or long 
durations. It’s basically what have 
you done for me lately and what 
can you do for me this year that 
matters.”
With that in mind, Jackson 
opened training camp this fall by 
setting a challenge: Tb somehow 
duplicate the season they had 
year, even though they won’t nec­
essarily match or surpass the 
standard of success they set with 
their record-setting victory total.
“At the team meeting to start
off the exhibition season, we 
talked a bit about how we have the 
capability and opportunity to do 
this _ and that we have to make 
the most of it,” he said. “The play­
ers all responded with acknowl­
edgement of that being the focus.” 
It won’t be easy, especially if 
the Bulls start the season strong 
and get people talking about 72 or 
73 victories.
“Everybody will be shooting for 
them again, and it only gets 
tougher for someone on top of the 
world,” Washington Bullets coach 
Jim Lynam said.
“I f  you had asked me last year 
if they could have won 70 games. 
I’d have asked you what league 
you’re covering. But they were up 
to the task last year, and they’re 
certainly the team to beat.”
Lynam’s team was one of sever­
al that made dramatic moves this 
summer to try to improve."
The Bullets acquired Rod 
Strickland and Harvey Grant from 
the Trail Blazers, signed free 
agent shooting guard Tracy
See NBA page 11
Tennis star 
calls it quits
Associated Press
NEW YORK - Gabriela 
Sabatini, who parlayed her 
glamorous profile and classic 
strokes into one o f the most 
lucrative careers in termis his­
tory, will announce her retire­
ment Thursday in the city of 
her two greatest triumph.
Winless for nearly two years 
and coming off a straight-sets, 
first-round loss to Jennifer 
Capriati in Switzerland, the 26- 
year-old Argentine will call it 
quits at a news conference at 
Madison Square Garden.
The WTA Tour would not 
confirm the retirement, saying 
only the news conference was 
“major” and concerned 
Sabatini’s “future” in tennis.
A source close to Sabatini 
said the retirement will take 
effect immediately, and there 
are no plans for her to play in 
See SABATINI page 10
